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| Editorial

Touring God’s World
The fields are thirsting to hear the good news. And

While this may sound pretentious, it is meant to praise

when the crop is growing, it needs continued watering

the Lord for his worldwide work which nobody can

and care, encouragement for those who face hardships

oversee. Yet this is our horizon, and we would like Lux

and trials. This issue of Lux Mundi gives testimony of

Mundi to move forward in this direction. Last year the

this necessity from various parts of the world.

editorial team was expanded for this purpose: we wel-

In Ukraine there is a longing for spiritual nourishment

comed new editors from various parts of the world. This

amidst war and a struggling economy. At the same

is a step forward towards reaping articles from more

time, following an upsurge of evangelism as a result of

‘nations, tribes and peoples’ (Revelation 7) – even the

the fall of communism, a certain decline has now set

languages hurdle is gradually diminishing.

in. In Denmark, the Danish National Church is facing

A next step would be for the International Conference of

missionary challenges, for example, in what way to mo-

Reformed Churches (ICRC) to take over the ultimate re-

Rev. Piet Houtman MTh (b.

bilize the readily available resources. In Africa, Islam is

sponsibility for Lux Mundi. Preparations are underway

1952) is a minister without

growing and extremism forms a threat to our brothers

to request the conference of 2017 to take this step. We

pastoral charge in the

and sisters, who need reassuring to be able to respond,

hope that they will adopt the vision of the magazine.

Reformed Churches in the

not with fear and suspicion, but with Christian love, for

Netherlands (Liberated),

‘You cannot preach to the one you hate.’

Yours truly is a newcomer who, having been catapulted

guest lecturer of theology at

These are only a few of the topics you will find in the

straight into the chief editor’s seat, has had this same

various African educational

following pages in contributions from the aforemen-

vision all his life: one of the greatest aspects of the glory

institutions, and publisher of

tioned fields. In such stories we hear some of the

of our Lord Jesus Christ is the fact that his kingdom is

books and articles.

groaning of creation referred to by the apostle Paul in

spread over all the earth. Not only do I enjoy travelling

Romans 8. This passage is highlighted in the continu-

and meeting different people, I was already involved in

ing discussion about creation between Gijsbert van

mission work at primary school, selling cakes or collect-

den Brink and Peter de Visser. We are also reminded by

ing money for milk powder for the needy in faraway parts

Gerard den Hertog how important the teaching of the

of the world. And in my early teens, my father had me

Heidelberg Catechism is – today as well as when it was

collect donations in our congregation for the church’s

written: learning to live in the face of death.

NGO for worldwide assistance, a forerunner of the GKv’s

The article on North America cherry-picks some news

De Verre Naasten (DVN or ‘Distant Neighbours’). As a pas-

from synods of churches affiliated to Lux Mundi. All in

tor, still single, I was invited by friends and former fellow

all, we are given a small world tour, which is what Lux

students in the mission fields to spend my holidays with

Mundi is striving for more and more. The magazine has

them, and had the opportunity to explore their work. I

developed through the years from its beginning – the

attended DVN Days and conferences with international

consecutive serial number of the year of publication

visitors whenever possible, usually just in the public

is modestly left out – from being a publication of just

gallery. I greatly enjoyed the opportunity to teach at the

one denomination in one tiny country somewhere on

Presbyterian Theological Seminary in Dehradun, India,

the globe to a window offering a view of the church of

living there with my family for five years. So you can

Christ worldwide.

guess how involved I feel in Lux Mundi.
However, I may be no more than an interim co-worker,
depending on the decision of the ICRC which we are

New editor-in-chief for Lux Mundi

looking forward to: let them decide! For now, receive
my warm greetings and I hope you will enjoy this issue
of our magazine.

We are glad to be able to inform you of the appointment of a new editor-in-chief. As of
October, Rev. Piet Houtman is leading the Lux Mundi editorial team and supporting us in the
transition to a more international magazine. We are pleased with his appointment and expect
much of his experience and skills, as you will understand after having read the editorial in
which he introduces himself.
The editorial team.
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Ars moriendi: living and dying in the
light of the Heidelberg Catechism
1. The Heidelberg Catechism and the pastorate

gave the people of the church something to hold on to.

The Heidelberg Catechism is a book of instruction for

The Palatinate Church Order also contains provision for

the church, and on each of its pages we are asked what

the pastoral guidance of the sick and dying. In a sense,

good it does for us: its benefit, comfort, gain, you name

that is the test of its worth, for it is at one’s deathbed

it. That begins with the first question, the one about the

that the truth and the strength of a catechism become

‘only comfort in life and death’.

evident. At such a time, not much else matters any

No other catechism sets the tone in the same manner

more. It is real comfort that you need! What can and

as the Heidelberger. Luther’s Short and Large Catech-

must we give to the sick and dying at that point? The

isms begin by dealing with the Ten Commandments;

Palatinate Church Order has this to say:

Calvin opens his Geneva Catechism with the question:

First, that all illnesses do not come upon us by chance,

‘What is the chief end of human life?’ To be sure, they all

but are apportioned to us from the hand of God and his

Dr Gerard (G.C.) den Hertog (b.

move straight to the core and into the personal domain,

fatherly providence, so that we may acknowledge our

1949) is Professor of Systematic

but the questions are all rather objective in tone and

sins as the cause of all our misery, and humble ourselves

Theology at the Theological

character, and they fit with what we might expect from

before God.

University of the Christelijke

a textbook: a straightforward exposition of the sub-

This cause of our ailments the minister of the church

Gereformeerde Kerken in the

stance of the Christian faith.

must clearly hold before those among the sick, who do

Netherlands at Apeldoorn.

not truly understand their sins. On the other hand he may
The first question of the Heidelberg Catechism begins

not further terrify the wounded consciences of those who

quite differently. Ursinus, so to speak, looks us straight

are afflicted by the pangs of their consciences; instead,

in the eyes and says: ‘Excuse me, I’d really like to talk to

he must all the more firmly impress upon them the salu-

you about what faith is; but you do understand, don’t

tary grace of God.

you, that this isn’t just theory? Tell me, what is your ul-

To this end, the minister of the church may make good

timate, your decisive holdfast in your whole life, and in

use of the first question of the Catechism; he can assure

your death?’ The answer to this question sets the tone

the poor sick one’s heart that this poor ailing body, as it

that makes the music of the Heidelberg Catechism:

lies there, is together with its soul the possession of the

That I am not my own, but belong with body and soul,

Lord Christ, and has been redeemed and ransomed by

both in life and in death, to my faithful Saviour Jesus

the blood of Jesus Christ of all sins, etc. For the sick one’s

Christ. He has fully paid for all my sins with his precious

greater comfort, the minister of the church shall explain

blood, and has set me free from all the power of the devil.

this with all the articles of the Christian faith, and show

He also preserves me in such a way that without the will

him how he is to comfort himself in his illness, as may

of my heavenly Father not a hair can fall from my head;

easily be done with the help of the Catechism and the

indeed, all things must work together for my salvation.

words of Scripture that it refers to.

Therefore, by his Holy Spirit he also assures me of eternal
life, and makes me heartily willing and ready from now

Here, we recognize at first glance the formulations of

on to live for him. (Lord’s Day 1, Q&A 1)

Lord’s Days 1 and 10, where they deal with our ‘only
comfort’ and God’s providential care. As I read this,

The introduction of the Heidelberg Catechism in the

I understand what the Heidelberg Catechism means

church of the Palatinate in 1563 was not an isolated

when it describes the ‘articles of the Christian faith’ as

event: rather, it was embedded in a new church order.

all that is promised us in the gospel (Lord’s Day 7, Q&A

Here, we ought not to think merely of a collection of

22). I can, as it were, hear the minister of the church

regulations and stipulations, but of what is and ought

explain the article about Christ’s return: ‘when you

to be essential for a church order: that the rule of Christ

belong to Christ you do not need to be afraid of God’s

finds expression in the church and in the lives of be-

judgment: the Judge is none other than the very same

lievers. It is wonderful to see how sound advice is given

person who before has submitted himself to the judg-

and prayers are provided for all areas of life. Behind this

ment of God for your sake.’

church order sits the thought that the Biblical-reformed
faith must help to sweep away all forms of legalism,

And that the sick are to comfort themselves, after the

superstition, and unbelief. Its authors did not think:

minister has left, is of course so intended in the article

that will take care of itself; no, as good shepherds they

on the Christ’s descent into hell: ‘That I, in my greatest

4 | LuxMundi | December 2016

| Moriendi

During the Middle Ages, Western Europe was ravaged by disease and warfare. ‘In the midst of life we are in death’, people
sang. They were terrified of death. Many lacked the assurance
of faith. Whoever examines the artwork of the late Middle
[photo Pixabay/Sonnenstrahl]

Ages will see how demons, armed with instruments of torture,
wreaked unbearable terror on the populace.
It is also in the Middle Ages that a new kind of Christian
literature comes into being: that of the ars moriendi, ‘the art of
dying’. These were works written for people who faced death,
but also – and especially – for those who had to guide them as
they were dying. Such booklets impressed upon people that
On the sickbed

sorrows and temptations, may be fully assured and comforted

they must on no account think too lightly of their sins; rather,

the gospel of

that my Lord Jesus Christ has borne the forsakenness of God

they must make confession of them and perform the penance

the Reformation

on the cross, so that I may nevermore be forsaken by God…’

that the church imposed upon them. The tone of these works

displays its power

It is so true: on the sickbed, and especially where death

is earnest – after all, it is a matter of one’s eternal salvation

threatens, the gospel of the Reformation does not let us down;

– but it must be said that the dying are not really brought to

instead, it displays its power!

Christ. Indulgences made it possible to ‘buy’, as it were, the
salvation of the souls of loved ones who had died, by means of

2. What was the renewing element
in the Reformation?

the ‘surplus of good works’ available from the treasury of the

As we receive an impression here of the pastorate for which

sinner from purgatory springs’ was a popular jingle in its time.

the Heidelberg Catechism was tailored, we do well to pay

The effect was that superficial people thought that they didn’t

attention to what was new about it. And we are only able to

really have to take life so seriously, and that more serious folk,

understand that by considering how it was in the centuries

whose hearts were afflicted, were assailed by doubts whether

before. Hence, a short lesson in church history.

such indulgences really did provide the solace they hoped for.

church. ‘As soon as the coin in the coffer rings, the soul of the

In the early church, baptism was regarded as the washing

*

away of sins. That is, the sins committed before one’s bap-

And then comes the Reformation. And with it a whole stream

tism. But what if things went really wrong afterwards? For

of booklets appears, explaining how one may live and die in

this, there was penance, but that could take place only once

Christian comfort. People are no longer thrown back onto

during the rest of your life. People therefore hoped for the

themselves; they also no longer need to make do with the

kind of deathbed for which they could prepare themselves.

church’s word; no, ‘in God, whose Word I trust, I will confide’

For then you could be sure that your sins were truly washed

(Psalm 56), the word of Christ himself. Since that is so, one

away! What we in our time would call a peaceful death, one in

must assure the sick and dying: In the midst of life we are not

which you could just slip away in your sleep, was in those days

just surrounded by death, but there is something even more

regarded as almost the worst thing that could befall you.

decisive: we are safe in Christ! Living today is already dying,

When, several centuries later, the gospel found its way into

in a way: the old man dies; the new man comes to life, and we
live in a heartfelt joy in God through Christ, a love and delight

You are someone whose feet
stand on firm ground

to live according to the will of God in all good works (Q&A 90).
You are someone whose feet stand on firm ground in God, in
his promise, in the conversion of your life. You need not wear
blinkers, or try to stretch out your life for as long as you can.

our region, this penitential practice had already undergone

You can look death in the eye, because Christ has passed

a number of changes. It was no longer seen as a once-in-a-

through death; and you, in his footsteps, may follow him into

lifetime event, but something that in principle could often be

eternal life.

repeated. Of course, the intention was not that people could
just live as they pleased, but it did hold out the prospect of

3. Ursinus’ Erinnerung (1563)

being able to confess one’s sins, do penance and receive

In 1563, the year that the Heidelberg Catechism is published,

forgiveness.

an epidemic of the plague breaks out in Heidelberg. Many flee

LuxMundi | December 2016 | 5

Sale of indulgences

the city, and of those who remain, many fall victim. In that

and Holy Supper. We recognize in what he writes the language

[etching: Hans

same year, Ursinus writes a booklet: Erinnerung. Its title is sure

of the various questions and answers of the Heidelberg

Holbein the younger

to be an allusion to the slogan: memento mori, ‘remember

Catechism. He consistently highlights the forgiveness of sins,

(from a leaflet)]

your death’.

thanks to the satisfaction that Christ obtained for us by his
death on the cross.

Ursinus begins this booklet by setting out his aim: that the
dead may be given a good Christian burial. As he sees it, then,

This brief overview is sufficient to show that in his Erinne-

his purpose is first of all pastoral. Of course, this does not

rung, Ursinus continually lays the emphasis on the doctrine

mean that such a practice should not also require a ‘Christian

of our reconciliation with God. Here, he distributes in small

and necessary meditation on death, as far as concerns our

coin what he had already set out in Lord’s Day 5 and 6 of the

salvation.’ Ursinus divides this ‘meditation’ into four parts:

Heidelberg Catechism, in the footsteps of the great mediaeval

1. In what danger do we find ourselves?

theologian Anselm. (In this connection, it is striking that the

2. What is the cause of our death?

first ars moriendi is credited to this same Anselm).

3. How may we comfort ourselves and our loved ones when
coming face to face with death?

4. What does it comfort us?

4. How are we to prepare ourselves for a blessed death?
Ursinus begins by emphasizing that the wrath of God rests

From the preceding it is immediately clear that from the start

upon us because of our sins, and that only the complete satis-

the Heidelberg Catechism was put to use to do what a good

faction of our only Saviour Jesus Christ can pay for our sins.

Christian textbook ought to do: to provide true comfort to

In the second part, he considers the question what the cause

people. But this is not only comfort for when we face death;

of our death is, and explains that the righteousness of God

it is comfort in life and death. What counts in this life is the

and his love for the truth demand that the sinner should bear

coming to life of the new man, living with love and delight

eternal punishment. There is only one way to escape such

according to all the commandments of God. At the same time,

punishment: someone else must satisfy the righteousness of

it makes clear to us that we can only live such a Christian life,

God in our place, and fully pay for our sins.

full of confidence, when we know in Christ of forgiveness and

In the third part, Ursinus, in quoting question and answer 60

a new humanity – and so in the deepest possible sense of the

of the Heidelberg Catechism, weaves through it an element of

word have put death behind us.

n

the Form for the Celebration of the Holy Supper as included in
the Palatinate Church Order:

■■

Notes

God promises to all who believe in Jesus Christ that he, through

•

This article was first published in the Dutch language as ‘Leven
en sterven bij het licht van de Heidelberger Catechismus’ in
Ambtelijk Contact 55 (2016) nr. 1, 14-16. This translation by
Aart Plug, by arrangement with the author.

•

All quotations from and references to the Heidelberg Catechism
are taken from the Book of Praise of the Canadian Reformed
Churches, Winnipeg: Premier (2014)

•

Translations of this and subsequent quotations from the
Palatinate Church Order and Ursinus’ Erinnerung by AP

grace alone, and without any merit from their side, grants and
accounts to them the complete satisfaction of Christ, in such a
manner that all their sins and disobedience, as well as all their
weaknesses, wicked desires and transgressions, are reconciled
– so completely as if they themselves had paid for all their sins
and fulfilled all of the commandments of God.
In what follows, Ursinus sets out all the benefits of Baptism

6 | LuxMundi | December 2016

| Creation (2)

A creation which harbours new life
In our first round of discussions, Rev. Visser brought my vision on Rom. 5 (specifically v.

ate scientists like nothing better than to falsify existing

12) to the table, and he seems satisfied with my explanation of this. Now he moves the

theories, and the more influential a theory is, the more

attention to some other important texts, viz. Gen.1 (‘God saw that it was good’), Gen.

you can make a name for yourself as scientist if you suc-

3:17 (the cursed ground of the earth) and Rom. 8:22-23 (the groaning creation). Let me

ceed in overturning it. But it must be done according to

attempt to discuss all these texts concisely – whereby I hope that he, in turn, will share his

the rules of the game, and well substantiated therefore.

interpretation of 1 Cor. 15:42-49.

And such has not yet succeeded even after 150 years of

F

fierce attempts. On the contrary, evolutionary theory
irstly, however, something else: why not simply

emerged stronger every time. It did so again recently,

reject the theory of evolution and choose

for example, after the mapping of the human genome

creationism? Rev. Visser continues to play with

and its comparison with those of higher animal species.

that idea, and, in this respect, refers to the loose ends

Is the theory proved thereby? No. It does have such

left by the evolutionary theory. It is remarkable that he

strong credentials, however, that it is becoming more

illustrates this by referring to the comments of Niles

and more difficult to deny it. As a Christian, one should

Eldredge, whom he himself introduces as a ‘confirmed

never follow new scientific theories because they are

Darwinist’. Indeed he is! Discussions concerning the

fashionable. But it is not responsible either to follow all

loose ends of Darwinism are being conducted in

manner of tortuous arguments in order obstinately to

professional circles – but always within the broader

stick to ideas that are, when viewed scientifically, out-

framework of the theory of evolution. What is thereby

dated, such as that of a young earth on which animals

Professor Gijsbert van den

called into question is not the idea that life has a

did not initially die.

Brink lectures Systematic

common source, but rather exactly how to understand

Theology at the Vrije

the mechanism of natural selection, and which natural

■■

Universiteit in Amsterdam.

factors not discerned by Darwin possibly play a part

Let us now turn to the biblical texts that Rev. Visser

therein.

mentions: do they not speak of an originally perfect

Entirely suitable

good creation? When we read repeatedly in Genesis 1
that ‘God saw that it was good’, that is a glorious and

questioned here. Is that because it has been declared

wonderful proclamation. Where numerous oriental

holy as a result of a sort of tunnel vision? No. Passion-

religions argue that earth-material reality is not good

[photo Google/Haiku Deck]

The overarching design of evolution is, therefore, not

The existing thistles and thorns
became a punishment for man
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but the source of all sorts of evil, Gen. 1 calls out to us

passage that Rev. Visser mentions: Rom. 8:22-23. There

that it is without a doubt good in God’s eyes! However

we hear about the earth groaning under the bondage

difficult it may be for us to understand things that oc-

of corruption. But it is remarkable that in this respect

curred from the beginning in nature (think for example

Paul (contrary to what is often thought) does not point

of animals eating each other), when it comes down

to the Fall. On the contrary, he uses the image of a

to it, the creation is ‘tov’ [great]. That does not mean

pregnancy with the ensuing birth. Such a pregnancy

‘perfect’, but entirely suited to what God has in store for

commences at the moment when new life is present.

it. His assessment of creation is positive. That gives us

From that moment on, the mother experiences pain at

hope and a steadfast hold.

times. That pain becomes indeed much stronger when
childbirth is near, but it is there all along. With this

■■

Punishment

Paul compares the creation (v. 22, ‘For we know that

But what about Gen. 3:17, where it literally states

the whole creation has been groaning together in the

that the ground is cursed ‘because of you’? Augustine

pains of childbirth until now.’) Apparently God wanted

already believed that this did not mean that there

it that way from the beginning, and not just from the

were now suddenly thistles and thorns growing that

moment at which a dramatically wrong step took place

were not there before. In his view it was rather that

(the Fall).

the existing thistles and thorns were for the first time
experienced by man as a negative. They became a

Let me hasten to add that I do not claim that Paul

punishment for him because he – as a result of his sin

wrote these profound verses with evolution in mind.

– now had to work the ground in the open field, where

That would definitely be an example of eisegesis. But

thorny weeds could always destroy the harvest. Up to

I (with others) do think that these verses are entirely

the present time it is true that, as a result of our sins

‘consonant’ with an evolutionary history of the earth,

(for example, laziness and negligence with respect to

as it was from the beginning connected to suffering

the environment), nature is hurting us and threatening

and death in the animal world. In contrast with Rom.

our lives. Simply think about the enormous climate

5, Paul has the whole of creation in mind here, not only

problems. But there is no reason to think that the curse

mankind. It is a creation that carries new life within it,

that came over the earth was the result of new Laws of

and longingly looks forward to the birth. Then the good

Nature suddenly coming into effect.

work of Genesis 1, liberated by Christ from mortality
and irrupting evil, will arrive at its destination in a new

■■

Pains of childbirth

That, in my opinion, also becomes clear from the final

heaven and earth – like a caterpillar being transformed
into a butterfly. 

n

[photo astrobin.com/Paolo Demaria]

Stardust
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| Creation (2)

The emperor’s new clothes
‘And it has been the palaeontologists—my own breed—who have been most

the modern theory of evolution.

responsible for letting ideas dominate reality.’ … ‘We palaeontologists have said that

For if there is no available proof of gradual evolution,

the history of life supports that interpretation [i.e. gradual adaptive change], all the

and one nevertheless wishes to hold on to the basic

while really knowing that it does not.’1

idea of spontaneous development of life, then life must
have developed through miraculous leaps. But how,

Rev. P.L.D. Visser is an army

No, this is not an ultra-conservative speaking, describ-

then, could such leaps have occurred? And how can

ing his conversion to creationism, but the words of the

they ever be proved? Is the theory verifiable?

prominent palaeontologist Niles Eldredge. In 1972, he

It is clear that Eldredge and Gould were skating on thin

published an article together with Stephen Jay Gould

ice with these ideas. Within the academic community

which they had great trouble getting published. Their

there is hardly conceivable an alternative form of (neo-)

research of the development of life, from the fossil

Darwinism. Whoever does not think within that frame-

record, led to the conclusion formulated by Eldredge in

work positions himself outside that community. The

1980, in The New York Times: ‘The pattern that we were

research of Eldredge and Gould was therefore received

told to find for the last 120 years does not exist.’ This is

in 1972 with ‘howls of outrage’ and provoked hostile

at odds with what Prof. Van den Brink claims about the

reactions from peers, as Eldredge said later. There are

theory of evolution theory, which ‘emerged stronger

formidable examples of this type of peer pressure,

every time.’

when scientists are even slightly in danger of thinking
outside the Darwinist framework.5

chaplain and evangelization
consultant

■■

Backbone

The author René Franssen – both a Christian and a

Apparently, the assumed development of life through

scientist defending evolution in his book Gevormd uit

an accumulation of innumerable small mutations

sterrenstof (2009) – also recognizes the difficulties as

under the influence of natural selection cannot be

far as arguments for that theory are concerned. With

recovered in the earth’s fossil record. Eldredge: ‘A

evolution it is about assumed processes that cannot

theory of gradual, progressive, adaptive change so

be observed: they elapse at too slow a pace (p. 122),

thoroughly rules our minds and imaginations that we

largely in a past that is too distant (p. 235), and they are

have somehow, collectively, turned away from some of

non-reproducible (p. 133).6

2

the most basic patterns permeating the history of life.’

That sounds as if ‘the rules of the game’ have not been

Futile?

adhered to here, which Prof. Van den Brink does rightly

All this makes me sceptical of going along with an evo-

expect of scientists.

lutionary intellectual framework, although I would also
not wish to choose a form of creationism. The question

Eldredge is quite explicit when he writes: ‘Once a spe-

Prof. Van den Brink now poses is this: if evolution is a

cies appears, if it is successful at all, the fossil record

given fact, would this give rise to insurmountable diffi-

shows that it will tend to hang on unchanged for vast

culties in the interpretation of Scripture? Van den Brink

stretches of time. And this destroyed the backbone of

does not think so. But is that really the case?

the major argument of the modern “synthetic theory”
of evolution.’… ‘We never said that some gradual

In Gen. 1 God pronounces his creation to be ‘good’. Is

change could not, or did not, ever occur. … But the

this to be taken as ‘entirely suited to what God has in

point is that such gradual change never seems to get

mind for it’, where all evolutionary processes (death)

anywhere.’3 Gradual change never produced the really

have already been included?

new.4

I think that this is too narrow an interpretation. This
minimizes the effect of the curse pronounced on the

■■

Outrage

face of the earth by God (Gen. 3:17). Prof. Van den Brink

Thirty-four years after his innovative research, Eldredge

draws that curse into the subjective: thorns and thistles

still stands by his observations (Confessions of a

were already present but only become a negative

Darwinist, 2006). He makes a great effort to declare to

experience after the curse. Therefore there was great

the scientific community that he remains in the line of

continuity between the creation before and after the

Darwin and remains faithful to his theory, even without

Fall and the curse.

proof of gradual development. Thus Eldredge remains a

I think that the latter is hard to maintain, because Rom.

Darwinist even though, according to his own statement,

8:20 mentions the ‘futility’ to which creation was sub-

he contributed to the destruction of the backbone of

jected – a word that can be translated as ‘emptiness’
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■■ New professors in Apeldoorn

or ‘vanity’. It is also used in Eph. 4:17 to indicate the futility of the

In the first week of its convention, the gener-

gentiles’ way of thinking.

al synod of the Christian Reformed Churches

Rom. 8 is generally connected to the groaning and suffering of

in the Netherlands decided to grant super-

creation after the Fall. Prof. Van den Brink, however, reads Rom. 8

annuation to Professor Gerard den Hertog.

as a reference to the good creation before the Fall. But how could

Professor Den Hertog is respected for his

that be? Even if one chooses the (too) narrow interpretation of a

work in the fields of systematic theology and

‘good creation’ as one that is ‘suited to God’s purpose.’ How can

especially ethics. His broad knowledge and

one ever align that with ‘futility’? Was then God’s purpose for

many publications have contributed greatly

creation (if he in Rom. 8:20 can be presumed to be acting; Adam

to the theological outreach of Apeldoorn. It

can also be meant here) ‘futility’, or, as it is called in v. 21, the

is certainly expected that this will not cease

‘bondage to corruption’?

after the date of his retirement at the beginning of February 2017.

Parallels

On the same day two new professors were

In short, I do not see how one can separate creation and man

appointed: Professor Arnold Huijgen (38) and

from one another, as though the Fall only affected man and the

Professor Maarten J. Kater (54). Professor

rest of creation saw nothing of it, which is what an evolutionist

Huijgen will be responsible for the education

intellectual framework demands. No, man and the rest of crea-

in the field of dogmatics, while professor

tion suffer from the impact of the Fall. That is what I see when I

Kater will fulfil this same post for practical

pay attention to the parallels between the creation and man in

theology. Both have been working at the

Rom. 8. Both ‘groan’, both expect liberation: the creation from

TUA during the last few years as university

the ‘bondage of corruption’ and man unto ‘the redemption of our

lecturers in these fields, and their teaching

bodies’.

and research have proved that these charges

Moreover, that the sin in Rom. 5:12 only caused the death of men

can be committed to them with confidence.

and did not damage the rest of creation is an argument e silentio:

Professor Huijgen did his PhD research on

Paul does not say that, but limits himself there only to the conse-

Divine Accommodation in John Calvin’s

quences of sin for man.

Theology (2011), while professor Kater wrote
his dissertation on a systematic-theological

Prof. Van den Brink asks about 1 Cor. 15:42-49. ‘The first man was

study on the pre-existence of the Son from

from the earth, a man of dust’ (v. 47). It does not remain thus

the perspective of Jesus the Christ. The title

however: ‘we shall also bear the image of the man of heaven’,

of this book, published in the same year, was

(v. 49). While it is true that believers receive a ‘celestial’ body in

Kom en Zie (Come and See).

the re-creation, that does not mean that there is no distinction

At a later stage, the Synod will have to make

between the state of man’s body before and after the Fall.

News Update

a decision concerning the plans of several
reformed theological institutions to com-

The discussion with Prof. Van den Brink has hopefully led to us

bine forces into one Reformed Theological

doing justice to each other’s intentions. That we have not arrived

University. Many in and beyond the Nether-

at the same conclusion – with all the remaining affinity and rec-

lands are following the progress of this great

ognition of faith – is clear. We know but in part and we prophesy

project with keen interest.

in part… Who knows what the re-creation will clarify in regard to
these questions?
■■

1
2
3
4

n

Notes

Time Frames, ed. 1989 p.144
Time Frames, ed. 1989 p.143
Time Frames, ed. 1989 p.145
A quote from A. van den Beukel, Met andere ogen. Over wetenschap
en het zoeken naar zin, Baarn, 1994, pp.116-117.
5 Ibid., p.119ff.
6 Cf. the book review of Gevormd uit sterrenstof by Rev. S.M. Alserda,
magazine Nader Bekeken, 12 December 2010, 342-344, see www.
woordenwereld.nl.
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Report on the ICRC African
Regional Conference

T

here was a time when some scholars (and

inquirer is introduced to the truths revealed in the Holy

missionaries) used to think that reformed faith

Scriptures. The Church has as its goal to share this good

would find it hard to take root in poor com-

news, which answers man’s questions, in an informed,

munities scattered throughout developing countries.

loving, and firm uncompromising manner.

Perhaps they had a point. The mission field always
has hard, rocky, and thorny stretches. But the concern

Participants discussed the effects of Islamic radical-

had much to do with theories built around social

ism and extremism on Christian witness in Africa and

realities like low literacy levels and deeply entrenched

observed that both Christian clergy and laity have not

traditional religious practices. Well, Acts 17 shows that

been adequately prepared to witness to Muslims. Dr

sharing the faith was not any easier among the affluent

Moussa Bongoyok (Cameroun) highlighted the value

and elite Athenians. But God had his way – he always

of understanding the basics of Islam and the Koran as

Paul Bukenya is an ordained

has! The gospel of grace is such that there is no barrier

Islam continues to extend into the world. This would

elder of the Presbyterian

it cannot break, no heart it cannot penetrate, no mind it

help Christians in their relationships and evangelism to

Church in Uganda (PCU),

cannot transform, and no community it cannot change,

Muslim communities. God is fully aware of the challeng-

and serves at the Nkumba

for the glory of God.

es Islamic radicalism is posing to the Church worldwide,
and these challenges can be turned into opportunities

Presbyterian Church in
Entebbe, Uganda. He obtained

These were encouraging observations for the brethren

for effective Christian witness. It is noted that perse-

his theological training from

who gathered for the Africa Regional International

cuted Muslims are turning to Christian communities

Westminster Christian Institute,

Conference of Reformed Churches (ICRC) held from

for help. The Church is encouraged not to respond with

Uganda, and also works as

August 1 – 5, 2016, in Uganda, to discuss effective ways

suspicion and fear, but rather with actions that flow

a senior communications

of doing evangelism and Christian missions in the wake

from hearts transformed by the love of Christ.

officer in Uganda’s elections

of Islamic radicalism and extremism globally.

management body.

The African Region ICRC Conference was hosted by

In his presentation, Dr Joseph Mutei emphasized the

Westminster Christian Institute, Uganda (WCIU), the

importance of equipping leaders with the knowledge

minister-training institution of the Presbyterian Church

and skills to witness to Muslims. Using 1 Peter 3:15-16

in Uganda (PCU), under the theme: Effective approach-

as his main text, Dr Mutei exhorted the Church to

es of sharing the gospel with Muslims. The Conference

honour Christ, and ‘always being prepared to make a

attracted participants from Kenya, Uganda, Cameroun,

defence to anyone who asks you for a reason for the hope

Democratic Republic of Congo, and The Netherlands.

that is in you; yet do it with gentleness and respect hav-

South Africa sent apologies, while the delegation from

ing a good conscience so that, when you are slandered,

South Sudan was prevented by the ongoing conflict.

those who revile your good behavior in Christ may be put

*

to shame.’ Dr Mutei wisely counsels that in the face of
rising extremism, we have to remain the Church, and

you cannot preach to the one you hate

cherish and act the Kingdom value of Love, because
you cannot preach to the one you hate.

The Conference observed that Christianity continues
to spread and grow in Africa, especially sub-Saharan

Dr Mutei observed that extremism consumes its own,

Africa, but so does Islam. Dr Dirk Griffioen (The Neth-

and Muslims have suffered more at the hands of fellow

erlands) gave a keynote address with insights from the

Muslims, which has forced them to consider seeking

global perspective on the growth of Christianity and

help from Christian communities both in Africa and in

the growth of Islam. He then put this perspective into

the West. The Church in Africa and in the West should

the context of reformed theology of religion, consid-

prepare to open its doors to receive and help such

ering religion as an answer to divine revelation. This

hurting and searching people, and make it a point to

contrasts with popular prophetic religions (based on

show the love of Jesus Christ as the basis of their action

a man’s revelation) and naturalistic religion (based on

(John 13:34-35). There should be continued engage-

man’s interaction with nature). In the Bible, we have an-

ment with the communities using social programmes

swers to humanity’s basic questions: what is sin, what is

and activities; many Muslim leaders have attend-

salvation, what is death, what is eternal life? The ques-

ed church-founded schools and continue to go for

tions – and many others – remain unanswered until the

treatment in mission-founded hospitals. This provides
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AfrCRC members

opportunity to welcome those in need and share with

ministries. And in all our work, we must continue to be

them from the deep well of Christ’s love.

driven by love, a love which the Master has for the tired,
the hurting, the hostile, the lost and searching. We have

The ICRC Africa Region Moderator, Rev. Daniel Kithon-

partaken of this love, and have been commanded and

go, used the text of Philippians 2 to call on ministers

graciously enabled to share it.

and laity to faithful service, following the pattern set

AfrCRC groups discussion

by our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. He emphasized

Finally, and most importantly, the Conference remind-

that we ought to model our ministry along his humble,

ed Christians who are deeply concerned about the

submissive character and reconciliatory nature.

growth and influence of radical Islam, and to anxious

Humility and sacrificial love are essential to effective

Christians in communities now described as post-Chris-

ministry, but are becoming endangered in fast-paced

tian, about the power of prayer. The work of God will
advance, his Kingdom will grow. Let us do our work in
his field, where he has placed us, even in hostile territory. Let us labour, as we look at him, the author and
the one who completes the work, always praying and
trusting him for the wisdom we need to live and impact
those he has brought into contact with us.
We seek to remind the Church about the effective
approaches the faithful have used through the generations; unceasing prayer, faithful study of the Word,
faithful preaching of the Word, demonstration of love
and service to community, and, as Ravi Zacharias observed, a life of communicating the absolute uniqueness

[photo Marike Blok]

and beauty of the message of Jesus Christ. 
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We will not be silent
Summary of the sermon delivered at the ICRC
African regional conference (1-4 August 2016)
We have a precious message (v. 5)

Muslim fundamentalism is intended to silence the

■■

church, but we will not be silent. A quote was made

The apostles preached Jesus as the only one who

that reflected the significant threat Islam has posed to

forgives our sins, and as the only way to God (John 14:6,

the church of Christ in Africa as it focuses on religious

1Tim 2: 5, Acts 4:12, Phil 2:11). Christianity is an exclu-

cleansing intended to eradicate the church’s existence;

sive faith. Biblical revelation alone leads us to salvation,

but Christ is building his Church and the gates of Hell

which is by grace alone, through faith alone, in Christ

shall not prevail against it (Matt 16: 18). Why then

alone, and thus reserving the glory to God alone. World

should we not be silent? It is because:

religions are pushing the church to accept that all ways
lead to God. In some way this is correct because all are

■■

We have a graciously given ministry (v. 1)

to be judged by God, yet the fact remains that there is

This is the ministry of the New Covenant, which brings

only one way that leads to life, and that way is through

Rev. Deus Byebiroha is

life. We have been given a ministry that is exceedingly

our Lord Jesus Christ.

the pastor of Covenant

more important. We are bold and confident, and for

Presbyterian Church Mutungo,

that reason we cannot afford to be silent. We should

■■

Kampala Uganda. He is a

not cowardly compromise the gospel but must bravely

The glorious master is there to watch over us in all cir-

graduate of the Africa Bible

speak the truth in love. The ministry of the gospel is

cumstances. Even in afflictions the voice of the master

University, Kampala and

extensive, and is only veiled to those who are perishing.

cannot be silenced (Matt 16:18; Ps 23:4 3).

serves at the African Centre for

The Apostle Paul tells us in 1Timothy 1:12ff that the

Apologetics Research (ACFAR).

ministry we have is a ministry of mercy, and for that

■■

reason we cannot afford to take it for granted.

This is the promise and purpose of God to preach the

We have a glorious master (vv. 6-9)

We have momentous motivation (v.13)

truth. Not only is he the object of our faith, but he is our
motivation and obsession. Woe unto us if we do not
preach the gospel. (1Cor 9:16).
■■

Conclusion

In the midst of all the challenges and threats that Islam
poses to the Christian faith, we shall not be silenced
nor are we to compromise the truth, but will continue
to boldly proclaim Christ as the only source of life, and

Scripture Reading 2 Corinthians 4:1-14
1
Therefore, having this ministry by the mercy of God, we do not lose heart. […] 5For
what we proclaim is not ourselves, but Jesus Christ as Lord, with ourselves as your
servants for Jesus’ sake. 6For God, who said, ‘Let light shine out of darkness’, has
shone in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face
of Jesus Christ. 7But we have this treasure in jars of clay, to show that the surpassing
power belongs to God and not to us. 8We are afflicted in every way, but not crushed;
perplexed, but not driven to despair; 9persecuted, but not forsaken; struck down, but
not destroyed; […] 13Since we have the same spirit of faith according to what has been
written, ‘I believed, and so I spoke’, we also believe, and so we also speak, 14knowing
that he who raised the Lord Jesus will raise us also with Jesus and bring us with you
into his presence.

God’s ordained way unto salvation. 
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The Effects of Islamic Radicalism
and Extremism on Christian
Witness in East Africa

Set apart Christ as Lord and always be prepared to give a reason of the hope you have
in him. You should be prepared with a firm foundation; the preparation should be in
season and out of season. Are we really prepared as a church? As we give a reason of
our hope in Christ, it should be with gentleness and respect. Christ was effective in his
gentle and respectful way of defending the faith.

Introduction

AQIM (which operates in the Sahara), Ansar al-Dine (active in

Dr Joseph Mutei

■■

is pastor in the

Radicalization is a process through which an individual chan-

the Sahara with the aim of eradicating Sufi Islam), and Mojwa

African Evangelical

ges from passiveness to more violent revolutionary intent.

(a movement for oneness and jihad in West Africa). What

Presbyterian Church

Why Islamic extremism? It is driven by a particular interpreta-

should the church do in light of all these threats? We should

(in Kenya) (AEPC); he

tion of Islam. Things must be done their way or else one faces

pray and seek for the right way to respond.

is a lecturer at Saint

the wrath meted out for unbelievers.

1

Paul’s University, and

■■

Definition

Why East Africa?

This particular area is an important area for countering terror;

also involved with the

■■

Center for Christian

Islam encompasses political, social, cultural, and religious

it is a hotbed for extremist training, and has a huge number of

Muslim Relations in

components. It operates on the ideology that the way all

jobless young people, diaspora communities, fragile states (e.g.

Africa.

things are being done is wrong, and they (the radicals) alone

South Sudan and Ethiopia), and a network of militarized culture.

can solve this error.
■■
■■

Who are they?

Attacks on the Church /Christians

In the last ten years or so, very many attacks have been made

They are many e.g. Al-Qaeda, ISIS/ISIL, the Al-Nusra Front,

against the church and the general public. Sixty seven (67)

and Boko Haram (meaning ‘Western Education is prohibited’).

people were killed at the Westgate in Kenya, and one hundred

It is amazing that extremists are killing each other in great

and forty-seven (147) people were killed at the Garrissa Uni-

numbers; extremisms are consuming one another. Al-Shabab

versity, also in Kenya. Now, how should the church respond

is more active in Somalia (it now has more fighters from coun-

to such nasty incidents? These attacks are real, and honestly

tries other than Somalia itself); then there is Ansar al-Sharia,

very difficult to deal with.
■■

1 Peter 3:14-16

Effects on Christian Witness

Where there is fear and flight we can demonize everybody.
Remember, we cannot preach to anybody with an attitude of

Even if you should suffer for righteousness’ sake, you will be blessed. Have no fear

hatred. Yet, faithful gospel preaching is required of a Christian

of them, nor be troubled, but in your hearts honour Christ the Lord as holy, always

believer both in season and out of season. Sometimes we are

being prepared to make a defence to anyone who asks you for a reason for the hope

tempted to get into polemics, which drives us blindness, not

that is in you; yet do it with gentleness and respect, having a good conscience, so

realizing that the challenges we face can trigger new ideas of

that, when you are slandered, those who revile your good behaviour in Christ may be

how to share the gospel more effectively with the enemies

put to shame.

of the church. We can pray, educate, and develop a body of
knowledge that we can utilize to build the church among the
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hard-to-reach people like Muslims. Following this trend will help
the church to influence those that oppose her.
How do you share the gospel? Remember, it is God who makes
a difference; share your testimony, and try to understand the
common ground. Common grounds are good entry points, which
we can discover by doing some research. Muslims have many

Presbyterian
Theological
Seminary

questions and objections, which we can turn into opportunities.
Are we prepared to give an answer to these people?

■■

Reformation day celebrated
in PTS and in Bhutan

■■

Five reasons Muslims may be converted to Christianity:

The anniversary celebration of the

■■

The lifestyle of Christians.

Protestant Reformation commenced

■■

The power of God in answered prayer and healing.

at Presbyterian Theological Seminary

■■

Dissatisfaction with the kind of Islam they have experienced

with a special service of worship led

in the past.

by the PTS worship team. Rev. Steve

The spiritual truth in the Bible – Give Muslims an opportunity

Poelman brought a message from

to read the Bible

God’s Word. Interim Principal Dr

Biblical teaching about the love of God – In the list of the top

Mathew Ebenezer presented a brief

ten Muslim requirements, love is not mentioned.

history of the Reformation. After the

■■

■■

lecture, students were divided into
■■

How to share the gospel with Muslim friend

five groups to discuss the relevance

■■

Pray to God who changes people’s hearts

of the historical Reformation today,

■■

Keep your message Christ-centred.

especially with regard to leadership

■■

Have some knowledge of the Quran.

of the church in South Asia. The

■■

Encourage them to study the Bible.

group leaders then presented the

■■

Engage them not as group but one to one.

outcomes of their discussions

■■

Play a support role for those that get converted from Islam.

during the closing session.

■■

Conclusion

For the first time in history, the

We should not handle the difficulties we encounter with fear but

church in Bhutan celebrated

rather look at them as opportunities to share the gospel of grace

Reformation Day on October 31

with this segment of unbelievers. Our approach should be charac-

and November 1, 2016. A group of

terized by love, at all times avoiding engaging in violent polemics

about seventy pastors and leaders

with Muslims, and just like our Lord Jesus Christ present our hope

of this young and persecuted church

in him to Muslims in a gentle and respectful manner.

gathered together in Thimphu to

n

focus on the cardinal themes of
■■

Note

the Reformation. Various kinds of
false teaching have crept in and

1 What Makes Islam so Different: Forced Conversion, https://www.
thereligionofpeace.com/pages/quran/forced-conversion.aspx

infected the church in this region.

News Update

The Reformation slogans ‘Scripture
AfCRC group discussion

Alone’ and ‘Grace Alone’ were
expounded as a needed corrective
in this context. Other themes
considered at the Conference
included biblical leadership, worship,
and living under persecution. PTS
Faculty Members Dr and Mrs Mohan
Chacko and Rev. Vijay Tagore had
key roles in providing resources.
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Challenges and opportunities
in Eastern Europe’s bible belt
‘It is a curious fact that one can read most general histories of the Reformation without being strongly aware
that there was a Reformation in Eastern Europe.’1

W

hat applies to the historiography of the

area, have found a new place to live. The church planter

Reformation might also apply when, in the

in this city, Herman Panko, who himself had to flee with

future, a history of the Reformed Church in

his family, is able to relate well to ‘his people’ and serve

Ukraine is written. In 500 years’ time people might not

them in a variety of ways. These are just a few examples

be aware that there was a Reformed Church in Ukraine

of how the war has brought the churches in action to

at the start of the 21st century. But just as there was a

actively fulfil their diaconal task.

Reformation in Eastern Europe during the 16 century,

However, the task is not only diaconal. The old adage

so there is a Reformed Church in Ukraine today. In

that ‘there are no atheists during war’ opens doors for

fact, Ukraine has been called the ‘Bible Belt’ of Eastern

the good news of Jesus Christ to be shared. In the past

Europe, and a ‘hub of evangelical church life, education

two years ‘Word and deed’ – the theme of a conference

th

2

and missions’ by Christianity Today magazine.

in May 2015 – had become very relevant for this small
group of churches. People are again looking for spiritual

Rev. Erik van Alten is Rector
of the Evangelical Reformed

It is true, the churches that make up the Reformed and

nourishment, and this provides a window of opportun-

Seminary of Ukraine

Presbyterian federations are small, but nonetheless

ity the churches are trying to grab with both hands.

alive and growing, and even forced out of its shelters

Speaking of war, and the church’s role in times of war

due to the political and economic hardships that have

– this was also the theme of the first issue of the new

hit this country since the Euromaidan Revolution of

theological journal of the Evangelical Reformed Semin-

2013/14. The nine or so churches that make up the

ary of Ukraine (ERSU), entitled ‘Reformed Perspective’.

Ukrainian Evangelical Reformed Churches (UERC), as

In this journal the staff and co-workers of ERSU try to

well as the twelve churches of the Evangelical Presby-

write about relevant topics on an acceptable academ-

terian Church of Ukraine (EPCU), have been forced to

ic level for the good of the churches. Together with

think about their task in the face of war and a struggling

websites like http://www.reformed.org.ua/ and http://

economy. The local currency has devaluated signifi-

calvin.reformed.org.ua/, this magazine has influence far

cantly while salaries have remained the same, meaning

beyond our expectations.

that everyday Ukrainians struggle to make ends meet.3
This is where the church can show the truth of David’s

The seminary, which is a partnership between Mission

words in Psalm 37:25: ‘I have been young and now am

to the World (the mission organization of the Presbyter-

old, yet I have not seen the righteous forsaken or his

ian Church in America) and the Reformed Churches in

children begging for bread.’

the Netherlands (liberated), recently celebrated its 15th
anniversary. In the past 15 years it has served to pro-

For example, the church in Ruda, a small village in the

vide ministers for the Ukrainian Evangelical Reformed

southwest of Ukraine, has started a wheelchair project.4

Churches (UERC) and the Evangelical Presbyterian

They repair old and discarded wheelchairs, and in turn

Church in Ukraine (EPCU), but it also has a vision for the

provide them to people who need them. In a situation

broader Christian community as well as for equipping

where veterans often return home, one or both legs

church members other than ministers.

having been amputated due to injuries sustained dur-

The forty-five students that currently study at ERSU

ing the war, this is a service that provides very tangible

come from various backgrounds – Reformed and Pres-

proof of the love of Christ. Oleg Kutowoy, the church

byterian, but also Baptist, Pentecostal, and independ-

planter in Zhytomer (a city two hours west of Kiev) is

ent churches. During their studies they are thoroughly

heavily involved in providing support services to the

immersed in the Reformed doctrine and worldview,

soldiers on the front – he goes there regularly to bring

and though they might not become ministers in a Re-

food and provide spiritual encouragement. In another

formed Church, they will still spread the richness of the

place, Kamyanets-Podilskyi, a fair amount of the more

Reformed confession wherever they become pastors or

than 1.5 million refugees who have fled the war-torn

missionaries.
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Students at ERSU

Looking outside of the walls of ERSU, you find that there

■■

Notes

are numerous theological seminaries in Eastern and Central

1

K. Maag (ed.), The Reformation in Eastern and Central Europe
(Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1997), 1.

2

‘Eastern Europe’s Evangelical Hub’, in Christianity Today,
January 29, 2008.

3

The minimum monthly wage, as well as the monthly pension,
currently stands at about 1450 griven, which amounts to about
€50.

4

See http://oekrainezending.nl/interactieve-landkaart/, and
read more about this project on the website of the Ukraine
Mission: http://oekrainezending.nl/projects/rolstoelproject/.

Europe – some more and others less doctrinally sound – that
face the same challenges that ERSU does. After the fall of
communism in the last decade of the previous century there
was a boom in mission work and theological training in
Eastern and Central Europe. However, as with every boom,
there comes a saturation point and a natural decline. How
do you keep attracting students in such a context? How do
you keep your academic standards when there is a growing
focus on being practical? How do you transfer leadership
of the seminary to local believers – in our case Ukrainians
– without ending up in a power struggle? How do you keep
the seminary on a sound financial footing without creating dependency on Western funds? These are some of the
questions that theological institutions in Eastern and Central
Europe discussed during sessions held in Kiev and Lviv in
2015 and 2016.
Why is it that not much is known about the Reformation in
Eastern Europe? One part of the answer is ignorance from the
side of Western historians. But another part is that not much
is left of the Reformation in this area, Ukraine included. In a
country with an abundance of golden domes, signature of
the ever-present Orthodox Church, the sound preaching of
the Word is often not heard, a situation that requires fervent
prayer and faithful service. The churches and the seminary
are trying to work together to make the gospel audible and
tangible – not as a cultural tradition (e.g. Ukrainian = being
Orthodox) that has no bearing on everyday life, but as a living
reality. Your prayers are dearly needed in this regard.
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Report IRC meeting 6-10 June 2016
International Research Consortium for Studies of
Missional Congregations
‘We must inform you that this wonderful weather is truly exceptional for Denmark! You

age is 60%. As in many other European countries, the

might be misled into thinking that the weather is always this good here!’ While it cannot

number of members is steadily decreasing year by year.

be denied that the Dutch are quite obsessed with the weather, discussing the most minor

But most Danes view the Folkekirken in a positive way

weather changes at length with strangers in the lift, I think the Danes even take this a step

and consider it important to celebrate key moments

further. Their song book is packed with songs dealing with the weather and nature. The

of their life in the church (baptism, first communion,

Danish see God’s hand in creation, and experience and express their faith through nature.

marriage and funeral). Therefore members who do not
attend church apart from these special moments do

E

contribute financially to the work of the church through

music tradition, and the organizers of the conference

even though the consequent low level of church atten-

for the international Research Consortium wished to

dance could give this impression. There is, for example,

share this with all those present. We each received an

enough money to appoint several full-time ministers

English version of the Danish Song Book and could thus

in churches and a number of musicians too, who often

experience for ourselves how they have experienced

combine the positions of choir director and organist. In

their faith throughout history.

the church in Avedøre, for example, a small village 14

very day from 6 to 10 June we sang songs from

payment of church taxes.

the Danish Song book in the location of Haslev,

This makes the Danish Folkekirken a relatively wealthy

Denmark. The Danes are proud of their church

church which needs not fear for its continued existence,

km south of Copenhagen, there are three ministers and
As a doctoral student in Missiology I was invited by my

two church musicians though the Sunday services are

Hanna Blom-Yoo MA (b.1982)

supervisor Stefan Paas to attend the IRC meeting as a

only attended by 40 people. The girls’ choir that was

is a theologian doing her

guest. A few days being completely submerged in the

singing filled a large part of the church space. I heard

doctoral research on new

culture, the history and the church life of the guest

later that they do this as a second job.

missionary communities in

country, so that everyone understands what it means

Despite the fact that they have enough money to con-

Amsterdam. At present Hanna,

to shape the church mission in that country: that is the

tinue, the churches are not sitting back and relaxing.

her husband Rienk, and their

approach of the IRC. The IRC is a group of approximate-

They are actually investing this money in missionary

three daughters are involved

ly 30 invited mission practitioners, scholars and church

work. In the aforementioned church in Avedøre, for

in the missionary congregation

leaders. They study, reflect on and research ‘missional’

example, there was a restaurant where the unemployed

Via Nova in Amsterdam. She is

local churches (including new church plants and Fresh

received assistance in re-entering the workforce. A

also an activist for the rights

Expressions) and the systems that support them.

restaurant is also handy during the crowded baptismal

of the disabled and the people

The members of the IRC are mainly from Western Eu-

services, for it can cater for all the visitors present in

close to them.

rope and Scandinavia, but also from the USA and South

the church service. Besides this, there was an initiative

Africa. The IRC meeting consists of two parts: an open

called ‘God & Lasagne’ for young families. On Wednes-

conference to which both IRC and outside speakers are

day afternoons at 5 pm they eat together, and a short

invited, and a separate part outside of the open confer-

service is held for small children. This takes the load off

ence to share both individual and corporate research

young parents who are busy during the week with the

projects, submitting them to peer review amongst

care of children and the housework, allowing them to

those present. In this article I would like to describe a

make room in their minds to experience fellowship with

number of interesting examples of lectures, workshops,

other visitors and with God. The churches actually go to

and tours in the IRC meeting. But first, a brief introduc-

a great deal of trouble to let people come into contact

tion to the Church of Denmark or Folkekirken (people’s

with the church and faith more often that just at those

church).

four key moments.

The Evangelical Lutheran Church in Denmark is not

There is also a focus on the young people. In Copen-

only a people’s church, but also the state church gov-

hagen, a youth church has been established that

erned by the queen as head of state. Today only about

organizes large events in a church building. A youth

75% of the Danish population are members of the

minister and a coordinator with art and social media

Folkekirken. In the capital of Copenhagen, this percent-

as a special area of interest are responsible for this.
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Due to the availability of a wonderful venue and, of course,

The first lecture ‘A new theology of mission for a new mission-

the financial resources, they can organize events that match

ary situation in old national churches’ was given by the Rev.

the interests of the young people of Copenhagen with regard

Canon Dr Nigel Rooms from Nottingham (UK). He described

to content and promotion. For example, a boxing match had

the current context as the ‘twilight’ of Christendom: the power

been organized in the church in which the minister gave a 10

of Christendom is over and we are living in late or post-moder-

minute address. The youngsters had also been involved in

nity. The problem is that we have not done evangelism out-

the organization of a street festival, handing out water to the

side Christendom in Northern Europe yet, so we have no idea

participants of the Gay Pride in Copenhagen. Stickers had

how to do that. For example, only 2% of English Anglicans are

been applied throughout the city with #firstworldproblems,

converts. There is still a lot to learn and gain. We are entering

such as ‘My phone is uncharged but my charger is in the other

a ‘New Missional Era’.1

room.’ A good opening for discussions about the meaning of

Does this also mean that we must develop a new theology

life with youngsters.

of mission? Yes and no. No, because God and God’s promise
haven’t changed. The Trinitarian God is still present and active
here and now. Yes, because the context has changed utterly.
And that context is obviously influencing our minds, hearts,
and actions. The good news is that God is where we are, not
where we imagine God to be. So with the Holy Spirit as the
‘power’ of God we can change, transform, and disrupt our culture. The church must have a high engagement in public space
and local community. At the same time the church should be
counter-cultural within that community. As Graham Cray said:
‘Walls down, roots down.’ A partnership of missional churches

[photo Henrik Bundgaard Nielsen]

could stimulate this movement in the UK. This partnership is
still small, slow, fragile and underfunded. But they can build
on God’s promises. He is faithful and has always provided, and
will keep providing, all that is required for the congregations
to be and do what God is calling them to be and do.
The second lecture was about the metaphor of the church as a
restaurant. Stefan Paas, professor in missiology and interculIRC participants

In conclusion, I mention an example of how the church and

tural theology in Amsterdam and Kampen (The Netherlands),

Christians can contribute to society and to religious education

argued that this metaphor could be helpful to understand

in particular. A Jew, a Christian and a Muslim are standing

the nature of the church in a consumer culture. In European

in a classroom... This may sound like the introduction to a

cities, churches have become like restaurants, in that people

good joke, but ever since 2005 this has been the practice

go to church out of felt needs (not out of obligation); they may

in Copenhagen. As part of the project DinTro-MinTro (Your-

enjoy the experience and love ‘their’ restaurant, but this does

Faith-MyFaith) an inter-faith trio of guest teachers can be

not mean that they feel an exclusive bond. From a missional

found in the classrooms. They tell about their faith traditions

perspective, we can see this as a result of post-Christendom:

in order to convey that they want to live together peacefully,

when all extrinsic motivators have been removed, there is

to respect their faith differences, and to promote freedom

complete liberty of choice. People only come to church if they

of religion in the Danish society i.e. the Danish democratic

want to. This involves a profound shift in the power balance

tradition. At the start of the lesson, for example, pupils have

between the institution and the individual: if you do not

to guess which religion belongs to which guest teacher, and

advertise yourself as a Christian, there will be no consequenc-

this proves to be more complicated than they expected. You

es. Perhaps for the first time in European history Christian-

cannot always see from someone’s appearance what their

ity must do mission without any power supporting it from

faith is. You have to start by conversing and making room for

outside.

the other. An interesting project, particularly for the Nether-

The ‘restaurant’ metaphor may indicate a middle road

lands and other western European countries, where religious

between complete acceptance of consumption and its total

tolerance is rapidly diminishing. YourFaith-MyFaith is financed

rejection. On the one hand, the metaphor fully accepts the

in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Denmark by the diocese

dramatic revolution toward (individualized) choice as the

of Copenhagen.

main motivator behind human behaviour in Western societies.
On the other hand, restaurants are not simply based on the

■■

Lectures

motto ‘the consumer is always right’. In a restaurant, the

In the second part of this article I would like to mention two

needs and wants of customers encounter a traditional kitchen

lectures I heard during the closed section of the IRC meeting.

and professional pride. This creates a fascinating interaction
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Theological
University
Kampen
■■

A different religion? Neo-Calvinism and Islam
Due to the recent political developments in Turkey, the
English conference on Neo-Calvinism and Islam was
relocated from Istanbul to Kampen. In this conference,
held August 25 and 26, the focus was on the theological,
philosophical, political, historical, social, and cultural
interaction between Christianity and Islam. Speakers:
George Harinck, Richard Mouw, Kees van der Kooi.
A good example of boundless cooperation!

[photo Henrik Bundgaard Nielsen]

■■

Leon van den Broeke appointed university
lecturer of Church Polity
The Board of Directors of the Theological University of
Kampen has appointed Dr Leon van den Broeke as university
lecturer of Church Polity.
Dr Leon van den Broeke (b.1966) studied Economics and Law
at the HEAO and theology at the VU in Amsterdam, where
he received his PhD in 2005. Van den Broeke served as a

Stephan Paas

minister of the Protestant Church in the Netherlands (PKN).
He has been lecturing on Church Polity since 2007, and on
or even ‘play’ between different interests and expectations,

Religion, Law and Society/Church Polity since 2013 at the

which may lead to deep and lasting changes in people.

Faculty of Theology at the VU in Amsterdam. Additionally,

One of the interesting consequences of this metaphor is the

he has been guest lecturer at the special Faculty of Church

changing role of the leader. Traditional relationships between

Polity at the Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium since

church leaders and laity looked a lot like parent-child rela-

2011.

tionships. But now there is more room for a sense of being a

Van den Broeke is closely involved with the Reformed

‘fellow traveller’, making the leader a chef de cuisine. You can-

Churches (Liberated), the Christian Reformed

not force or manipulate people into anything and you don’t

Churches, and the Dutch Reformed Churches due

want to, but this does not mean that you will do everything

to his reformed background, his interest in the

that people want. The restaurant church requires leaders who

church polity of the churches after the Secession,

know who they are, and know where they want to go. Some-

his confessional convictions, and his family ties.

times they will draw the line, just like a French chef de cuisine
sition of authority, but as a fellow traveller, as someone who

Theses on Preaching and on Missionary
work among Hindus

has his own soul to look after.

Marinus Beute obtained his doctorate on September 12 at

will not cook you a hamburger. They will not do this from a po-

IRC meeting. I have said nothing of the conversations with
IRC members, the Danish ministers I met during the open
conference and the perfect reception by the Emmaus Gallery
& Conference Centre. This conference has given me a good
view of Danish culture and church life. I was also impressed by
the efforts and creativity at a missionary level. Hopefully this
article will be inspirational for reflecting on your own context
and on (new) possibilities for missionary work. 

n

■■

Notes

1

cf. We Are Here Now: A New Missional Era by Patrick Keifert, one
of the founding fathers of the IRC.
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This is but a small selection of all my experiences during the

■■

the Theological University of Kampen with a doctoral thesis
entitled ‘Wie ben ik als ik preek? Bronnen en herbronning
van het homiletisch zelfbeeld’ (Who am I when I preach?
Sources and resourcing of the homiletic self).
On October 21 Simon van der Lugt was awarded his
doctorate after defending his thesis in which he evaluates
the missionary project set up by the RCN (Lib.) among
Surinam-Hindustani Hindus in the Rotterdam area. He
pleads the case for reflection on, and broadening of, the
objectives of inter-faith dialogue. The PhD research is the
second joint doctoral project by the Evangelical Theological
Faculty in Leuven and the Theological University of Kampen.
The TU Magazine, as well as information on the other subjects,
can be found on the English website http://en.tukampen.nl/

News from various American Synods of 2016
By Piet Houtman

FRCNA: Preaching and Singing

URCNA: Pastorate and Publishing

distributed to presbyteries and other interested

■■

The Free Reformed Churches of North America

parties for study. The assembly also discussed

The Synod of the United Reformed Churches

are working towards a revised Psalter in an inter-

the preparation of a modernized version of the

in North America adopted the proposed hymn

denominational committee together with the

Westminster Shorter Catechism for study and

selections for inclusion in a ‘Trinity Psalter

Heritage Reformed Congregations (HRC) and the

memorization. The ‘Trinity Psalter Hymnal’ with

Hymnal’. Consequently it approved the proposed

Protestant Reformed Churches (PRC, PRCA). The

musical settings of all 150 Psalms and a collec-

Trinity Psalter Hymnal with the psalms (earlier)

basis is the Psalter of 1912, which the committee

tion of 428 hymns is expected to be available for

approved by synod. The ‘URCpsalmody’ website

working on it hailed as ‘a work of reformation

purchase in late 2017.

hails the approval by both synods (URCNA

in the United Presbyterian church; it was very

The area of marriage and sexuality received

and OPC), coming ‘less than two weeks after

intentional in what it did.’ The ongoing work

special attention in the light of the increasing

Reformed Fellowship’s announcement that their

‘needs to be seen as revision work that stands on

antagonism from the surrounding society.

stock of blue Psalter Hymnals had run out. At the

the shoulders of a great original work.’ Criteria

The sub-committee on this matter presented

very least, we can be sure the URCNA won’t be

for both text and music are listed. Genevan

a pre-assembly conference designed to equip

left without a book to sing from!’

psalms are also included in the consideration.

church officers to uphold the biblical view. In

Also, the synod adopted official translations of

By way of example, the work on Psalm 73 is

society, a changing notion of personal identity

the texts of the Belgic Confession, Heidelberg Cat-

shown. Various sections of the original psalm

set the stage for a radically new view of sexuality.

echism and Canons of Dort, as well as an official

can be sung using songs from various sources.

What does the Supreme Court decision to legal-

text for the ecumenical creeds for inclusion in the

‘Our goal is to make the best possible Psalter for

ize gay marriage imply for the churches? How

Trinity Psalter Hymnal. Moreover, the gathering

our churches; maintain a high level of familiarity;

can the church pastorally minister to people in

authorized the printing of a stand-alone book

increase the connection to the biblical Psalms,

their midst who are struggling with sexual sin,

suitable for use in catechetical instruction that

and increase the singability and usability for

same-sex attraction and gender confusion?

includes these creeds and confessions altogether.

worship.’ The report on the project was approved

The assembly celebrated the 80th anniversary

The synod gave pastoral advice, prepared by a

by the synod. The committee plans to present a

of the formation of the Orthodox Presbyterian

study committee, how to handle the issue ‘of

proposed Psalter in 2018.

Church with a series of six videos highlighting

members who seek to depart from our churches

‘Several FRC sermons’ were discussed between

the extraordinary contributions of six different

in irregular manners (ex. resignation).’ Last but

sub-committees of FRC and United Reformed

women of the OPC. These contributions will be

not least, the URCNA is in a process towards

Churches. ‘They noted how pastoral these ser-

highlighted in an upcoming book.

ecclesiastical unity with the Canadian Reformed

■■

mons were, but in their opinion weak on relaying

Churches (CanRC).

the riches of the covenant. They also questioned
the wisdom of frequently highlighting struggles
in faith. For our part we wonder if they understand the need to awaken the presumptive
church member and the need for spiritual guidance in the preaching.’
Delegates brought up advantages and disadvantages of the theological education of the FRC
students at Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary. One suggestion is to have the education
take place partly at the seminary, partly on-line,
partly local.
■■

OPC: Marriage and Covenant

Can the Mosaic covenant at Mount Sinai be
considered as a ‘republication’ of the covenant
of works? A study prompted by this issue led to a
report reiterating the Westminster Confession’s
doctrine that there is one covenant of grace that
was administered differently in the time of the
law and in the time of the gospel. The report is
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Serving together
Summary of the report M/F and office

T

he 2014 General Synod of the Reformed

Concerning the leadership of the congregation,

Churches in The Netherlands (liberated)

the Bible also does not present a clear picture. A

(RCN) appointed Deputies M/F and office

broad array of tasks and roles emerges, in which

and instructed them to examine the manner in

the elder consistently stands out as the one

which church offices could be structured to en-

responsible for leadership within the community.

able women to use their gifts for God’s kingdom.

So it becomes clear that God has given special

The report of the Deputies was published in

offices to the church. The office bearers lead the

November 2016 and this article provides a brief

congregation in the way to the kingdom of God.

Rapport
deputaten
M/V en ambt

Samen dienen

summary of the main lines of argument.
History
For Deputies, the fixed principle in this discus-

Based on these Biblical points of departure, a

sion was that they wanted to listen to what the

variety of historical choices have been made con-

Bible says about the position of men and women

cerning the way the offices have been organized:

and the offices. Also, they made an analysis of

whoever became a minister had to be appointed

the historical development of the offices and

and ordained by the church

investigated the current practice in the churches.

The leadership of the church is for those who

The sister churches in the Netherlands and

have been given the necessary gifts and have

abroad were also approached for advice.

been called to this responsible task.

Generale Synode van de Gereformeerde Kerken Meppel 2017
Het auteursrecht van deze tekst berust hetzij bij de auteur, hetzij bij de Gereformeerde Kerken in
Nederland. Voor alle zaken het auteursrecht betreffend kan contact opgenomen worden met het
deputaatschap administratieve ondersteuning via: dao@gkv.nl.
Niets uit deze uitgave mag worden verveelvoudigd, opgeslagen in een geautomatiseerd
gegevensbestand, of openbaar gemaakt, in wat voor vorm of op wat voor manier dan ook, zonder
voorafgaande schriftelijke toestemming van de rechthebbende, behoudens de uitzonderingen bij de
wet gesteld.

The Confessions of the church never made the
Biblical building blocks

choice to exclude women from the offices.

The Bible does not provide an unequivocal an-

The limiting of the offices to men only was a

swer to the question whether women may serve

choice that arose from the manner in which soci-

in the offices. There is no one-to-one correspond-

ety and civil government was organized in those

administration, and jurisprudence. An analy-

ence between what the Bible says about the of-

times. The Bible shows that besides men, women

sis of current practice shows that women see

fices and our construction of them. However, the

also held special offices. Deputies conclude that

themselves as called, and increasingly often

Bible does provide clear guidelines concerning

the Bible does not provide a compelling basis

are called, to tasks within the church, and that

the engagement of women, whether as prophet-

for the view that all offices are to be closed to

they increasingly respond to such calls. Differ-

ess, apostle, deacon, or judge.

women at all times and in all places.

ences between male and female roles correlate

The Bible shows that men and women have

strongly with the social and cultural environ-

equal value, albeit not the same. God created

The worldwide church

ment. Instead of trying to identify these group

male and female differently and gave them to

As the RCN are part of a broader communion,

differences, Deputies consider it more important

one another. Together, they have been given the

of all times and places, the sister churches have

to search out the gifts that have been given to

task of cultivating the world. Within this joint

been consulted. Most of our sister churches, with

men and women as individuals.

responsibility it is the man’s calling to lead. This

very few exceptions, are very reluctant to admit

does not mean that the man should lord it over

women to the offices. For Deputies, it is impor-

Setting a course

the woman. The texts concerning the man as

tant that the decisive basis for the sisterly bond

Deputies wish to provide Synod with firm advice

the head refer to a desire for mutual service,

we have with other churches is the Bible and the

and recommendations to set out a course of

each in their own identity as man or woman.

Confessions. On this basis it is not inconceivable

action. The basis for this advice is to be found

that local congregations make different choices

in the Bible, which indicates that it is God’s will

The Bible exhibits two lines of evidence here:

how the offices are worked out, and how the

that both men and women are to be employed in

we see women who speak boldly, and at the

various gifts and talents are assigned.

the service of the gospel. Deputies advise Synod

same time we read a number of texts requir-

to create more room for the deployment of gifts

ing women to be silent. Deputies consider that

Practice

and talents for women when they are called to

these texts are intended to prevent men or

In our society men and women increasingly have

special tasks in the office. Therefore they offer

women dominating, violating their joint respon-

equal educational and occupational opportuni-

a list of concrete alternatives, starting with the

sibilities in so doing. The Bible does not give us

ties. We see the gifts of the Spirit among women

most conservative option. In options b. to f. the

a direct guide for the division of tasks and roles

as well as men, and women also develop their

offices are left unchanged. The proposed alterna-

in the church, then or now.

talents in the fields of education, leadership,

tives are:
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“I will make you as a light for the nations,
that my salvation may reach to
the end of the earth”.
[photo jaapmeijer.com]

Thus says the Lord: “In a time of favor I
have answered you; in a day of salvation I
have helped you. (Isajah 49:6, 8)

a. The offices remain closed to women;

Regional information

b. Open the office of deacon to women;

meeting about the

c. Open the office of minister to women;

report M/F and office

d. Provide room for married couples to become

at Barneveld

office bearers together;
e. Open offices with a special task to women;
f. Open the offices to women, but with an
emphasis on a small core church council that
exercises spiritual leadership;
g. Review the structure of the offices, and give
women an office of their own;
h. Open all the offices to women (to be left to
the liberty of local churches)
All these options are accompanied by a brief
evaluation of each of them.
Deputies consider worthy of recommendation
the option that opens all the offices to women.
They realize that this course is controversial.
Talking in a different way about men, women,
and offices means a break with the past. This
may cause pain in the congregations as well
as for our sister churches, and might lead to a
parting of the ways. This pain can be felt even
more deeply, because it clashes with the way in
which many have always read and understood
Scripture itself. That is why Deputies wish to
leave it to the liberty of the local churches,
while reading, praying and reflecting, to come
to their own decisions that serve to build God’s
church. It is for the members of the churches to
seek one another in Christ, to want to understand one another, and to support each other
on the way to the completion of God’s plan for
this world.
■■

The editors wish you a blessed new year
with the prayer:
May God be gracious to you and bless you
and make his face to shine upon you.
Let the peoples praise you, O God;
let all the peoples praise you!

Note
The report M/F and office is available in
English translation at www.gkv.nl/organisatie/
deputaatschappen/mv-en-ambt/
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Jesus said,
“I am the light of the world.”

John 8:12

December 2016
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